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Lion and sunset masthead by Tyler Ayala-Turner (2016), Mei Hanway, and 
Julian Bisacca.

Year End, Near Dead 
By Urban C 

It’s that time of the year again. For many, finals are approaching and classes are cramming in the last bit of 
information they can teach before the year ends. For some, like myself, that might not be an issue, but the 
worries and nervousness that come with starting a new chapter in our lives replaces that. The spring 
season doesn’t help much either with its constant rain showers and allergy-inducing pollen.

Now you may read this and think, “Wow, I can’t wait until this is over” or “I can’t take this anymore.” 
These thoughts and feelings are very natural. We all feel them, especially when cramming or being 
overloaded with work. In some way, shape, or form, everyone around you has these feelings.

“What can I do about this?”

While I obviously can’t directly solve the problems, as they are varied and involve many different subjects, 
most of which I don’t have any experience in, I can give some tips that have helped me greatly over the 
years:

1. Take breaks if you need to. If you can’t focus anymore after studying for hours, or have stared at a 
computer screen for too long, take a walk outside or even get a snack and rest on a sofa.

2. Interact with others. If you start feeling depressed during your work, generally it helps to talk to people 
you’re close to. Even a pet would suffice.

3. Eat. Going for long periods of time without eating any food has proven to make you less able to work 
and function properly. If you’re starving while doing work, just stop and get something to eat.

There are many more tips that people can use to lessen their stress, but these have helped me the most in 
especially stressful times. You can get past these obstacles, and don’t be afraid to ask for help if you 
cannot.

がんばって！(Do your best!)
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Invisible 
by Lena Muzelle 

The air is crisp and cool, the violet blue sunset leaves 
colorful shadows on the dark concrete walkway. The 
sound of slowly passing cars and faint music is all she 
can hear. There is a long walkway that ends in a little 
secret bubble with walls made of overgrown vines and 
a barred fence. She sits on the concrete, leaning softly 
against the twisting green vines. She looks up into the 
starry sky, listening to the world go on without her. 
She feels the air envelop her skin and the cold touch of 
its spindly fingers. Her blue ripped jeans and hoodie provide no warmth now, as her face turns a 
soft shade of pink.

The clouds are moving swiftly across the sky and the stars are so bright she feels as if she could touch them. The 
moon hides in the distance because it decided to go away tonight. She listens as a woman playing music on her 
phone walks by and doesn’t see her. A man crosses the street and walks right below her. The thing about people now 
is no one looks up. So no one ever sees the girl sitting in silence and peace with the cold air blowing past her.

The leaves rustle in the wind and they cling to the earth for they love her aging soul. The creatures of the night 
scuttle beneath the trees and over the rocks. They coo and squeal to tell their loved ones to come back home. The 
devil’s hour comes all too fast and the sky turns such a dark shade of blue it could have been purple. The girl sits and 
watches as the cars stop coming by, and the people don’t pass, and the animals and the leaves have all fallen silent. 
The world is paused as everything rests. The silence seems to go on forever and the girl waits for a noise, yet the 
world is still silent.

She knows that the stars are beautiful, they are also alive and breathing like the creatures of the sea and the forests 
full of trees. She can sense them watching her. She feels them watching her every breath and every small sound she 
creates in the silence of the night. It is quite inexplicable why they care for her or why she adores them with every 
ounce of her aching heart.

She sits there and wonders who else is sitting in silence waiting for something. As she sits in the cold blustering air 
and the silence that holds her captive—waiting for something, anything and everything—finally it begins. The gold-
studded stars begin to come crashing down. They zip through the air and disappear, bursting into beautiful displays 
of light. The girl watches the process countless times before her eyes grow heavy and she leans into the comfort of 
the vines. She doesn’t rest with the others in the world, instead she dreams into a whole new galaxy: a space where 
she controls the stars she watches, and the people who allow her to go unnoticed and invisible; a universe where the 
moon is her ruler and the only rule she has is to keep the peace of her planets.

When she wakes up, she is sitting in the gold-red hues of the sun and her face is warmed by its light. She sits in 
wonderful peace as her dreams go to rest and she waits for her moon to return.
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In the Darkness 
Between the Stars 
by J.P. Dupre 
In the beginning there was fire and stone.
Worlds crashed for a place in the sunlight’s gaze.
To them, one’s heart is magma and one’s bones are stone
and their hellish skin bubbles, churns, and glaze.
In one great fight a world was forgotten.
In cold and darkness this world was eaten.
In shadows, frost blanketed the planet
and starlight faintly shimmered like crystal.
For here, between the stars, its fate was set. 
How bizarre, this flying polycrystal;
yet, beneath this ice your heart still burns.
It is unknown what coils, turns, toils and churns,
for you are an intriguing mystery.
Curious secrets that lie below,
we’re blind to your dark depths and history.
In the deep where eerie lava might glow
who knows what children you might bear.
In the sea where we cannot become aware
of what epic titans might lurk and dream,
of the odd things that raise metropolises,
or where the sky of ice will shimmer and gleam. 
Many children you shall bear for ages
who will peer upon the polycrystal sky
and will wonder, wonder, wonder why. 
Children, never knowing what lies beyond,
lest one brave soul dare to venture afar
and gaze upon a sky of diamond.
Diamonds pierce the darkness like a star scar. 
It gazes into the sky pondering,
“Truly this alien void is awing.”

But sadly, this may never come to be.
And your heart will grow cold and life will fall
And death comes in the cold for your baby. 
You see, in this cosmos you are quite small. 
Here in the shadows you might never be found, 
your dark grandeur knows no bounds.
You and your children trudge the dark marine 
for eons beyond your frosty demise.
Within this ocean you’re brine without sheen, 
hidden away from prying eyes,
your closest neighbor a faint ember.
You hide children and splendor forever.
One day we may land and meet your offspring. 
We may show them the wondrous heavens
and we may teach them their own beginning,
and then hope for your children awakens.
We may then explore the strange stars together,
watch your children grow and cross the aether, 
going from world to world and star to star,
seeing the wonders that every star hides,
learning together of things near and far,
sailing to weird places on the aether’s tides,
places untold by even alien tongues,
places deserving of tales and songs,
led by the glow of their light forever.
You see, this world lacks power that’s solar
Light from heaven will never pass over.
But there is still hope without such a pulsar.
Your young must feed from the light of your heart. 
Your vivid magma makes beautiful art.
To find this great feast they will need to see
that this marine is dark, black, and inky.
They too will need to carry the light,
so they may evolve to glow and be free,
rotating through galaxies from afar,
lost within the darkness, between the stars. 

Powder Dust 
by Nico Gill 
White rushing rivers of powder flush off the ball of heat. The chalk rushes out straight lines. Powder dusts the 
ground. Leaving lines of wonder and curiosity. Drips of water trickle along as the fountain drips water into the creek. 
In the vast distance, there is a beautiful hazing sunset. Rays of pink and orange collide is the sky. There is bitter light 
from the streetlight making a faint circle on the ground. Patches of snow slowly start to melt, trickling little streams 
of water down. Small bits of rust lay lonely on the side of the road. Little care is given them for they only cause 
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problems, are in the way, making life just a little more difficult. They watch over as the chalky dust just covers the 
small bits of rust and rocks. The pressure of 100 pounds pushes through, breaking the skin: freshies losing their 
labels but turning into something better. Turning into something that everyone looks at and is like damn—that one 
thing that you always turn your eyes to in your bag. And when you burn through a freshie, that means the world. You 
have a new honor and fame. You have now completed life, you can move forth. Now you open that new fresh set, 
lime green cores, white chalk, red letters. Twisting the holy nut with care, you take the first wheel off. Feelings of joy 
and pride run through your tiny brain. you take off the old set and put the new set on. The first drop-in, you tuck for 
some speed, wheels running over villages of concrete, racing past like it’s nothing. The pressure of 1000 pounds 
pushing against you makes it feel like your pushing through a very rusted door. The feeling as that fresh skin wipes 
cleans off the urethane, creates that perfect circle of joy. The feeling of breaking the skin is like the feeling when you 
go into a presentation in front of the class and you’re super nervous. It's super hard at first but once you realize 
you're doing amazing, it just feels great. The sesh is going great. Lines of fresh chalk and powder fill the street. The 
occasional vroom passes you, the sky starts to dim. It’s getting darker. The smell of the lake is fresh. There is a subtle 
breeze, almost as if a big dude in the sky sneezed and it’s making slight winds. The ground gets cold, like the feeling 
of that one annoying person that leaves the window open when you’re at their house and all they gave you was a 
small hand towel for a blanket. The lines of mystery and attraction slowly fade away, move farther and farther away. 
The disappearance is sad but you’ll see them again. As you drift far from the energy, you realize there will always be 
another weekend to come. As you sit alone on the bus because you have no friends, feeling sad that you have to go 
back to school the next day, you start to look back on the good times, and you find hope because there will always be 
another weekend.

Memories 
by Alondra Lopez 
The dull blue meets the glimmer of light that hits the white. The memories on the wall come rushing back. The days 
I spent in a shelter wishing that I’d go home are too many to count. Where the dull white meets the gray bunkbeds, 
my thoughts shift to the wonders outside. I think about going outside with the living green trees, feeling the sharp 
air against my throat.

Another shift

The smell of gas and cigarettes poisons my nose making me loopy. I sit on the curb. The memory is gone, it almost 
feels like it just disappeared into the toxic, thin air. The memory of a girl with beautiful golden hair whose skin could 
light up the world is my next memory. Every time someone smiles, a freckle is added to their face, but every time 
she smiles her smiles are fake. She sees herself less because of what people say about her past. Her ocean blue eyes 
can deceive you, but they scream what she feels. When she looks in the mirror, she gets lost in them too. No one 
knows if they can trust her. She doesn’t know if she can trust herself. She’s lost. But aren’t we all?

My memory flitters to a mixed-race baby boy with curly brown hair. His dad has left, but his mama is still here. He 
plays with his red and blue cars against the tic-tac-toe shelter floor while his mama makes greens and fried chicken 
for dinner. In the background, breaking news blares on the TV about a mocha boy getting shot. His mama worries 
about what’s next for them. She’s lost on a train of anxiety. 

On to memories of those late nights taking care of the people I love most, memories about my baby brother, one 
out of the two I love most. A small, cautious yet restless, six-year-old, boy whose smile lit me up when I was low, he 
has beautiful hair that is always a mess, a beauty mark by his mouth. It looks like he has chocolate on his face, 
though I think the mark was placed there because his words always mean more than what we think. The boy would 
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dig a hole for himself and never have problems getting out. I never let him struggle. He doesn’t deserve that feeling 
of not being wanted, that hopeless feeling that dwells in the gut. He deserves the feeling of being wanted, fitting in, 
kindness and love. So I took those feelings on myself—if he is fine then I’m fine.

The second person I love most in my memories is my older brother; we’re one year apart. He is a skinny, short, ten-
year-old boy whose glasses don’t fit his face. His smile brings love to all those around him. He has light caramel skin, 
black curvy hair, and beauty marks all over his face—like marking secrets hidden within. He never takes risks when 
it comes to me. No matter the play, he plays it safe. Yet if it doesn’t hurt anyone, he secretly rolls the dice. He always 
eats veggies, but when our backs are turned, he grubs on a candy bar. My older brother is full of the unknown. That’s 
what I love most about him, that and the kindness he has in his heart.

The thing about memories is, it’s in the past. We can’t relive them over and over our whole life. We must move on.

Julian Bisacca
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